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PATTERN COIN is a virtual reality platform taking the advantage of 
decentralized crypto block chain technologies to enhance it 
functionalities and abilities. 

After undergoing a various analysis our founder a
to combine the decentralized virtual reality with real world concept and 
bring out an amazing end product
experience in the crypto market
together empowered. 

PATTERN COIN smart contract
world usage, The contract was also well audited and verified by experts. 
The contract    was deployed 

PTTN platform contains 4 layers which where interre
other and making this as a value added products.

 

1. PTTN Token Contract:
PTTN Token contact is the base of out platform which act as the 
core for all projects.
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ABSTRACT 
PATTERN COIN is a virtual reality platform taking the advantage of 
decentralized crypto block chain technologies to enhance it 
functionalities and abilities.  

After undergoing a various analysis our founder and team found a way 
to combine the decentralized virtual reality with real world concept and 
bring out an amazing end product in 2021. Now we had created a new 
experience in the crypto market where creator and investors are 

smart contract was unique one with advantages for real 
world usage, The contract was also well audited and verified by experts. 

was deployed in Binance Smart Chain in 2021.

 

Our Platform  
PTTN platform contains 4 layers which where interrelated with each 
other and making this as a value added products. 

PTTN Token Contract: 
PTTN Token contact is the base of out platform which act as the 
core for all projects. 
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2. PTTNcoin.io: 

Pttncoin.io act as a both ICO and fund rising program for Pattern 
coin, PTTNcoin.io was a direct selling program which yields a good 
output by reaching a large number of peoples. Through 
Pttncoin.io initial coin offering has been gone very smooth and in 
a controlled fashion. So there was no need for air dropping PTTN 
coin. 
 
 

3.  Crypto Purse 
A complete decentralized 
buyers can exchange PTTN tokens along with other crypto 
currency. 
Crypto purse had both Peer to Peer and traditional way of 
currency trading in use. This has become first PTTN toke
exchange system in the market.
 

4. Real world Applications 
Our last entity of the platform was the applications which uses in 
the real world. Any crypto currency will get the real value when 
it’s been used in the real world by the peoples hence the demand 
and value of the token get increased.
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To promote Pattern coin
applications, to start with 
  
 Income From Expense

returns gives you what you have spend in the market by 
paying only 10%
 

 Bizvispro – A online directory which uses pattern coin as its 
currency to list business.
 

 PTTN Plus- 
multiplies your funds through an special matrix algorithm 
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Pattern coin we our self launches few real world 
start with  

Income From Expense – An direct selling program which in 
returns gives you what you have spend in the market by 
paying only 10% of the bill. 

A online directory which uses pattern coin as its 
currency to list business. 

 This was a decentralized program which 
multiplies your funds through an special matrix algorithm 
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 PTTN Pro- An android auto boat to buy and
currency based on your settings . Uses PTTN coin  as  main 
currency 
 

 IFE Mart- A pure multi seller E
currency will be PTTN
 

 Used Car Bike
through PTTN.

 
 Grocery Mobile App 

application which customers can purchase grocery using 
PTTN tokens.

 

Each of this real world applications where explained more detail in the 
appropriate websites.  

Along with our in house projects PTTN token where used by oth
teams like gaming portals as their own currency which makes PTTN as 
prominent currency in the market. We had other non in house real 
world applications in pipe line which going to create huge demand for 
the PTTN token in the market.
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An android auto boat to buy and
currency based on your settings . Uses PTTN coin  as  main 

A pure multi seller E-commerce portal, Main 
currency will be PTTN 

Used Car Bike- Now one can buy and sell used cars and bike 
through PTTN. 

Grocery Mobile App – We are developing grocery mobile 
application which customers can purchase grocery using 
PTTN tokens. 

Each of this real world applications where explained more detail in the 

Along with our in house projects PTTN token where used by oth
teams like gaming portals as their own currency which makes PTTN as 
prominent currency in the market. We had other non in house real 
world applications in pipe line which going to create huge demand for 
the PTTN token in the market. 
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PTTN Mechanics

Pattern token (PTTN) is a BEP20 token which was deployed in Binance 
Smart Chain. PTTN token works together with the real world 
applications. The token had a strict supply limit with the initial supply to 
increase the demand in the market. 

Any how the Initial token generated can be minted through staking in 
PTTNcoin.io. 

PTTN coin.io is responsible for minting the coin to the market, 
Managing the liquidity and rewarding. 
build by our own which helps to slowly 
goes by. Based on algorithms trends it will take around 4 years to reach 
the highest difficulty in minting the currency.

We also use pancake swap to create liquidity pairs and generate our 
own LPT farms. 

Stacking is the coin is the only way to mint t
different staking program running in the market. PTTN.io  and PTTN 
plus. With this two invincible program one can easily mint the coin.

Exchange once one had enough PTTN in hand and he can sell it though 
the exchange and get the curre
through traditional wallet system. We do always have high demand for 
PTTN in the exchange. 
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Admin Rights: 

The founder holds the rights to modify the configurations of staking 
contracts, However administrato
liquidity their individual token on their own wallet or PTTN project 
wallets. Anyhow minting algorithm difficulty can be modified by admin.

Minting new coins: 

Since the coin was deployed already new coins cannot be generat
but though staking and mining the coins can be mined. Founder holds 
approximately 10% of the initial coin supply as reserved fund to run the 
company. 

Investors: 

We ensure to make fair & honest launch on each project and stay 
connected with our investors
community  to help each other . Anyhow every investors should 
evaluate the risks related to the PTTN projects by him/herself.
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Security 

The founder holds the rights to modify the configurations of staking 
contracts, However administrator will have any access to peoples 
liquidity their individual token on their own wallet or PTTN project 
wallets. Anyhow minting algorithm difficulty can be modified by admin.

Since the coin was deployed already new coins cannot be generat
but though staking and mining the coins can be mined. Founder holds 
approximately 10% of the initial coin supply as reserved fund to run the 

We ensure to make fair & honest launch on each project and stay 
connected with our investors in a best manner. We are developing a 
community  to help each other . Anyhow every investors should 
evaluate the risks related to the PTTN projects by him/herself.
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liquidity their individual token on their own wallet or PTTN project 
wallets. Anyhow minting algorithm difficulty can be modified by admin. 

Since the coin was deployed already new coins cannot be generated 
but though staking and mining the coins can be mined. Founder holds 
approximately 10% of the initial coin supply as reserved fund to run the 
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Token Distribution
Token Details: 

Name :  Pattern Coin 

Symbol:  PTTN 

Decimal:  12  Digits 

Type : BEP 20 

Network: Binance Smart Chain 

Contract Address: 0xb4052e58a69aaca683e7999c7981f4c4c324d917

Distribution: 

Total Supply: 10,000,000,000,000

Minted in Circulation:  36

Token allocation in Percentage

ICO :  1%  

Team Holdings: 20% 

Developers:  5% 

Liquidity:  7% 

Rewards Minting Program:  
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Token Distribution 

Network: Binance Smart Chain  

0xb4052e58a69aaca683e7999c7981f4c4c324d917

10,000,000,000,000 

36,177,191 

Percentage  

Program:  67% 

 

0xb4052e58a69aaca683e7999c7981f4c4c324d917 
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 2021 Q1 
 Planning & Idea
 Team Structuring
 Identifying 

 2021 Q2 
 Contract Development 
 Staking Program Launch
 Coin Minting Started
 Contract Deployment

 2021 Q3 
 Crypto Purse 
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 Road Map 

Planning & Idea 
Team Structuring 
Identifying Technology Partners  

Contract Development  
Staking Program Launch 
Coin Minting Started 
Contract Deployment 

Crypto Purse Exchange Launch 
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 Idea finalized for IFE
 2021 Q4 

 IFE Launch 
 New Staking Project Identified
 PTTN Pro process started

 2022 Q1 
 PTTN Plus Launch
 PTTN Pro Launch
 IFE Mart  Idea 
 BIZVis Pro 

 

 2022 Q2 
 Used Car Bike Project in pipe

 2022 Q3 
 IFE Grocery Mart

 
 2022 Q4 

 Payment gateway to connect real
 Gaming  
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Idea finalized for IFE 

IFE Launch  
New Staking Project Identified as PTTN Plus 
PTTN Pro process started 

Plus Launch 
PTTN Pro Launch 

Idea finalized and process started 
BIZVis Pro Idea finalized and process started 

Used Car Bike Project in pipe line 

IFE Grocery Mart 

Payment gateway to connect real world applications

 

 

applications 


